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Thanks for downloading this special report on sexual attraction with hotter* 

women. 

This is about having a reality where attractive women (and more of them) WANT 

even DESIRE to be with you – yes YOU.   

All without you ever having to manipulate, take away or coerce them into 

anything (and without having to worry about what to say).   

This is NOT about emotional intimacy, soul mates or romantic love with a woman.  

It’s about the raw sexual attraction component.  From there, whether you want 

short or long-term relationships, emotional intimacy and all, it’s up to your values.   

Because without sexual attraction chances are you won’t get to that other stuff anyways. 

First, let me ask you a question and then we’ll revisit it later in the PDF. 

Would you rather ‘want women’ or would you rather 

have women ‘want you’? 

Think about your answer and then just refocus in as we move forward. 

Hi, I’m Rion and you may have watched some of my videos on Youtube that led 

you here, but this is where we get real focused and where we can actually move 

forward together to radically and permanently change your level of lifestyle and 

success with women.  

This PDF will connect you to an entire shift in your reality with women as 

compared to the micro-improvements of 1 step forward and 2 steps back you’ve 

likely been taking with inner game, online dating or pick-up style seduction arts. 

This report will reveal; 

 The primary (universally proven) secret* to getting (receiving) sexual 

attraction and flirting from hotter women instantly w/o any 'effort'  
*(It’s a ‘secret’ b/c it’s hidden (kind of like this) from our consciousness awareness AND b/c the dating 

industry has warped it with game and their personal viewpoints) – if it was just ‘my’ secret then I’d be 

selling you on my personal & ‘unique’ way or something to have success with women – this is THE secret 



 The primary key to really ALL dating success and consistency (your future 

with women pends on this) AND… 

 

 Why naturals, bad boys & jerks succeed – and how you can have their level 

of sexual attraction power while being the GOOD catch & choice of women 

 

 Why pick-up artists consistently fail (even after almost 2 decades now) 

 

 Why your years of personal & inner game growth are getting you virtually 

nowhere with women – and how to change things so that women finally care 

about what you’ve been doing all these years (hoping they’d somehow notice) 

 

 + WHAT global shift and practical strategy to finally focus on that actually 

gets you consistent, expanding results with hotter women starting now  

 

 All while actually GROWING in power and dignity as a man - instead of 

losing or risking it and WITHOUT fighting powerful invisible walls of 

resistance and self-defeat.  Sound good? 

If you take and apply this major paradigm shift, the world of women will open up 

to you in front of your eyes as it did for me years ago (and my top clients) so that 

women literally compete** for you. 

This is all while feeling GREAT about it with nothing to hide, AND while actively 

becoming and growing as a modern, mature, fun-loving, in-demand alpha male.   

**(And I do mean actually ‘compete’ for you in their own healthy ways – especially in certain 

social dynamics but that’s another discussion). 

Why would women ever compete for you? 

Because of the secret you’ll possess; because you’ll stand out above other 

Western men; because you’ll be THE man they feel attraction for, because they 

see and sense that OTHER attractive women want you, because you’ll be the 



BALANCED catch without the dysfunctions of bad boys AND because you’re the 

real deal so women can trust and open up to you – no faking it. 

From this base of POWER and alignment you can then HAVE a reality of attracting 

and dating women even if it’s a long-term relationship you value. 

If you’re willing to let your past (and any identification with the suckiness) go, you 

can have this reality with real women faster than you may realize is possible. 

First; 

Do I mean that ‘ALL’ women will flirt with you (like when they’re crossing on the 

opposite side of the street or something)?   

No; as not even a single Brad Pitt would have ‘all’ women flirting with him when 

he is crossing the street or something. 

But we are talking about a realistic valuation of when you’re meeting women, 

interacting, socializing, at classes, gatherings, or just showing up where women 

are present in some kind of social environment or dynamic.   

Their signs are usually more subtle than you’d think (but that subtlety means everything). 

Once you know this primary secret of dating and attraction success (which you 

and women can verify as true), I’ll give you more insight, a paradigm shift and 

then we’ll end it with the next best step from here so you can directly and finally 

live in a reality of sexual attraction, flirting, connection and unlimited options with 

hotter* (and yes Western) women.  

But in order to experience real attraction from hotter women (imagine how THAT 

will build your confidence on its own!), you ARE going to actually have to change 

from who you are being right now – (and from just collecting more information). 

This awareness is transformational on its own and can single-handedly save you 

from years more of frustration and expended effort, but it’s the beginning. 



Even if we never work together and you just stay on my mailing list (of which 

you’re welcome to stay or unsubscribe at anytime), you’re still going to have to 

CHANGE to get a new experience with women.   

And it makes sense though right?  You can’t hold onto the dysfunctional, limiting 

beliefs and values ie. that pick-up artists have while wanting to truly become the 

man that women NATURALLY fall for and can’t help but continue thinking of. 

And I’m going to reveal what that actual paradigm shift is in this PDF, ok? 

*'Hotter' btw refers to your definition and valuation of 'hotter' which could be; 'all that', popular, independent, glamorous, 

sexier, prettier, smarter, more beautiful, more intelligent, more 'bangin', or even the magical special qualities that really compel 

you that you can't and shouldn't explain' 

Ready for the life and lifestyle change you’ve attracted?   

Good, because I’m ‘bringing it’!  You would just have to choose to accept it. 

Ok, so enough foreplay, let's get right to it! 

What is this ever-present secret to dating success and sexual 

attraction? 

It's as simple as this: 

ALL that really matters is that she's into you. 

That's it.  And you can start looking at your PAST successful relationships to find 

this is phrEaKily true.  But we don’t see it with this simple clarity. 

Think of the times when things DID work out in your past; I can bet it was when a 

woman was into you; even when you didn’t know why she was and even though 

you may have been doing things that could have screwed it up - it just worked. 

Sure, she may not have been at the level you wanted, but it’s actually the same 

dynamic with higher levels of beauty. 

In a free culture, other than blind-dating, speed-dating, pre-arranged dates OR women with 

another agenda; gold-digging, groupies, ‘sleeping her way to the top’, call girls, escorts, green 

card seekers pressing marriage, etc. 



Every time you dated a girl (or had sex), you will find that she 

was into you; she was responsive enough to continue developing something 

with you.  And guess what?  Every time in the future she’ll have to be into you 

too. 

And the MORE a woman is ‘into you’, the more she’ll forgive your ineptness, 

weaknesses, flaws, imperfections and ‘mistakes’.   

And you can even ask women.  In fact; 

Check this out - a top natural & friend of mine (who is also very social) has talked 

to 1000s of women on this and also confirmed that; 

What women wanted and loved the most is 'a guy that SHE is into'. 

This means that she feels sexual attraction around him – and specifically for him.  

David DeAngelo of DoubleYourDating put it this way: 

‘Attraction isn't a choice’ 

(my paraphrase); 

"..When a woman feels attraction for you, there's nothing you can say or do for her to 

change her mind.  And when she doesn't feel (sexual) attraction for you, there's nothing 

you can do to convince her otherwise."  

(They’ll literally throw their personal preferences and desired personality traits OUT THE 

DOOR for ‘that man’ she feels it around). 

Think of how profound that is and how it affects everything as far as your dating 

life: attraction isn’t a conscious choice on her part. 

It’s also ironic to think that despite DYD’s influence online that the PUA’s and 

seduction lairs didn’t get that memo years ago that they can’t convince her 

otherwise.   



It’s not a logical or ‘conscious’ choice she makes about sexual attraction with you; 

it’s all about HER intuition and how she FEELS around you; like in the first 5 

seconds.  Yeah – in the time of a good sneeze. 

AND it has nothing to do with what you are ‘doing’ or even ‘saying’. 

While you’re valuing what you would say to impress her, women sense and 

unconsciously judge everything that’s going on intuitively – the more important 

stuff to her – and THAT’S what determines if you two would ever get together. 

Hearing this, it may seem like you’re (s.o.l .– sh*t out of luck) and that it’s ‘out of 

your control’ –  

“Oh sh*t-man, might I be coming across as a sneeze to these hot 

beeches and they’d rather I just gone!?!” 

Sure - you may not want to hear or accept that; but keep reading (I promise, it’ll 

be worth it).  And we might even get to some more of my broken English 

interpretations.  But for the record, never call a woman a beech ;)! 

For so long, horny and intelligent men have discounted and even denied the 

simple truth of a woman’s intuition and its place in the reality of consensual sex 

and dating (as compared to the fantasy of sex and dating).   

The entire reality of Pick-up artist seduction and ‘game’ is built on a foundation 

and value system of trying to trick and fool a woman’s knowing and KEEN 

intuition.   

PUA’s HATE a woman’s intuition - 

Because it’s in the way of them getting LAID!! 

No wonder they have such a difficult time going to ‘battle’ to outwit it when it’s 

designed to keep them out!   

(I mean, why else do you think they congregate where women are often drinking 

so they can have more of a chance to win in battle?) 



When-EVER you meet her; would you rather have a hotter woman’s intuition 

working FOR you or AGAINST you?   

What say ye? 

Now that you’re probably reeling a bit; let me hit you with another curveball: 

Do you realize that YOUR effective pool of free-will dating options (and women 

you would have consensual sex with) are limited to women who would feel sexual 

attraction for (and be into) you right now?  Awww – snap!   

That’s kind of a freaky thought! 

But the secret reality that most dating guru’s don’t want to acknowledge is that 

women are selecting you; (you can approach, meet and ‘choose’ them, but it’s 

not going ANYWHERE if she never opens up to let you in). 

Most dating advice online ‘skirts’ around the real issue – and we’ll get to why. 

Men – don’t like that kind of power ‘out of their hands’.  So, while you’re valuing 

and focusing on all these superficial, external or ‘logical’ things as a man, a 

woman is still valuing and selecting you on a different level entirely out of your 

awareness. 

And if a new woman you’re meeting doesn’t intuitively feel authentic attraction 

for you (in those first few seconds – at least a spark) the chances are close to 

nothing things will ever turn sexual no matter how much game you run, how built 

your body is, how much money you have, what your social status is (we’re talking 

about REAL attraction here, not gold-diggers) or how much ‘personal’ confidence 

you have. 

Nor does it matter how much time in the future you invest into those areas! 

However; the chances ARE good if a relationship continues that you could  

END UP ….IN THE FRIENDZONE !! 

(duh duhh duhnnn…!) 



Tell him what’s he’s won Alex!…. 

”a relationship lifetime of chick flicks, snuggling her head on your shoulder, keeping you on 

standby 24/7 to do random chores, manly maintenance at a moment’s notice and force 

listening to her rave on about the other man she’s into b/c you’re the only guy she can open up 

to about things while still hoping she’ll finally see you in a different light while you still fantasize 

about getting physical with her!” 

You might get so sick of it that you envy the bad boys or jerks because at least 

they are fulfilling their sexual desires – even though they may mistreat women.  

None of it makes sense to you as you’re afraid that nice guys might finish last. 

 Or you could fight the odds and ride the 1% or less chance you can convince her 

otherwise (or force her into concession out of her boredom). 

But when she IS into you & feels attraction - everything can work 

AND that’s when you can have your own desires fulfilled too.  And you feel 

confident in that dynamic. 

I mean; didn’t it feel good on a certain level when your web-footed Amazonian 

made you great food and paid you compliments ((while you wished physically she 

was (insert actress/p*rnstar/model name here))?   

But you kept seeing her because at least something felt right about it. 

When women are into you, you don’t HAVE to chase them, they’re chasing YOU 

(albeit usually in more subtle and ‘cool’ ways than it sounds).  They’re showing UP 

instead of flaking.  (And they’re acknowledging your existence too btw). 

But you might be thinking; 

“Yeah but Rion, how can I have hotter women chasing me instead of that one 

Battleship or ‘the Deusenhafel’ camping outside my door that my buddies urged 

me to ‘take one for the home team’ with?” 

 

Keep reading Cap’n…. 



Now…think of the implications of ‘if-and-when’ MORE and HOTTER women start 

feeling this undeniable attraction and response of being into you when they first 

meet you instead of just like some average looking women. 

The same dynamic of women being into you is there but the women just keep 

getting hotter and hotter who are giving you signs and openings of attraction, 

flirting and dating interest.  This has become my reality world-wide and with Western women. 

What kind of price would you pay for that reality?  Because to me it was one of 

the most important things in my life, partly because I knew I couldn’t ‘pay’ for 

something like that, and I felt I deserved better for the level of man I already was 

but no matter how much I improved myself PERSONALLY, it didn’t equate to 

sexual attraction and chemistry with women. 

It wasn’t until I got to our upcoming secret/solution that everything changed. 

How about having a reality where instead of battling the intuition of desirable 

women; it works in your favor FOR you (and her) instead of against you?! 

..Where you can simply facilitate the logistics and even drop all game without 

worrying what to say?   

Imagine that liberty and worry-freeness while enjoying all the benefits with higher 

quality women who are helping you to discreetly connect with and meet them! 

Remember, this is women who want to meet you or are open to something 

(including women who are taken who can’t help but light up around you). 

Notice a theme here; it’s about how SHE feels for you and NOT the other way 

around?  I want to briefly expand on this (and it’s the 1 thing I learned from Doc 

Love going back to 2004). 

It doesn’t matter your level of desire and fire for her – usually that will throw you 

off around her anyways. 

SHE has Got to be into You 



And right now, I’d bet pre-dominantly it’s YOUR desires for hotter women and 

not the other way around (and I’m not even a betting man!).   

So even if you answered that starter question as having women into you, your 

subconscious and sex drive itself may have a different answer. 

When it’s just YOU and your desires for a woman, it’s going FAST to fantasy-land, 

never-never-land, the strip club or the friend-zone.  How many times has that 

happened to you?   

What are you actually attracting and manifesting when your desires matter more 

than hers?  Who are you actually ‘with’ when it’s all about your desires – Rosy 

Palmer?? 

You want her?  So what!?  Welcome to the club; take a number (and wait in the 

Beetlejuice looney lounge) - So do 100,000s of other men because of her hot yoga 

pant instagrams, etc..   

What’s in it for HER? 

You may not want to hear this; but I’m going to tell you anyways because it’s a 

bigger pandemic than one would realize, and it has to do with our major 

paradigm shift into having women feel sexual attraction for you.  (You may have 

been STUCK in this cycle for years).   

The online dating and seduction industry caters to selling a man on his desires for 

sex with women.  So does MAINSTREAM advertising and media. 

Yes.  It’s all about him (you).  About 99% of dating industry advice for men is 

about catering to MEN’S wanting, needing, desiring or getting something from 

women but as we’ve already covered - that’s not how things work in physical 

reality (but DAMN! the fantasy of sex sure does sell though! – @ least that 

American Pie trilogy is fuNny). 

By associating sex with THEIR product or solution you don’t actually end up with 

sex, you end up with their product! 



So how often have you been led down that road (when even all of the men’s 

magazines are like that too?).  The cycle is so ingrained we take it for granted and 

don’t realize the massive implications. 

The bittersweet irony is that selling you on ‘what you want’ from women, never 

actually leads to connection with a real woman (nor does it even value it) – that’s 

the entire illusion!  It leads to buying into more of the fantasy with women that 

feels good to you (including solo mas&urbation where your body experiences the 

pleasure of orgasm so it wants more). 

Kinda scary to think about it, but admittedly – SEX SELLS and there are 

professional marketers preying to and triggering your desires.  What you end up 

attracting is more of that fantasy and more of your feelings for women.   

Remember things work with women when THEY are into you of their own 

accord and free will PHYSICALLY (and free from commercial agenda).  It’s NOT 

about you or your fantasies whether you have them about her or not – (nor about 

what level of fantasy you have for her).   

Dayamm!!..yeah – that’s what I thought! 

Getting some awareness here?  So while you’re caring about YOUR feelings 

women are isolated…what about HER feelings and the me-me-me-ness of that?  

And the cycle exacerbates this disconnection between you and women.   

When women WANT YOU, there’s something inherently in it for them. 

I’m all about empowerment and when you’re aware of these things like I became, 

you’re less confused and ‘in the dark’.  I’d bet a lot of men are actually happy and 

content right now living in fantasy instead of reality with women.  And they’re 

professional at attracting more of it (as compared to real women being into 

them). 

But if you do value the real thing and how reality works; if you really want to 

enjoy the PHYSICAL experience with hotter women and you respect the role of 

her intuition that can work for you instead of against you; then you should submit 



to the reality (like I have) that it is she who has to feel attraction for you no 

matter WHAT else you’re taught, bought or sold into. 

Which would you ACTUALLY rather have; Fantasy sex or the physical reality with 

women?  Now; which would your sexual subconscious rather have? 

Once you’re at a place where you know you really value the physical reality of 

attraction (at least consciously); THEN we can shift our focus to fast 

transformation that actually changes your experience with women and how they 

respond to you.  It gives you an entirely new level of power and freedom. 

Because otherwise when you leave this PDF or my list, by default you’re going to 

be sold back into what marketers or ‘gamers’ want you to hear (about your 

collective and personal fantasies about women and getting sex; a new way to trick 

her into it, etc.) and attracting more fantasy sex with women - without it ever 

REALLY changing women’s attraction with and for you on the physical. 

It’s like the difference between ‘freaky’ and ‘phreaky’ 

And this is all sexual by the way – her attraction and being into you (which is 

more like lighting up, held eye contact and flirting around you than oh say a 

LAPDANCE).   

Flirting LEADS TO the ‘real thing’ down the road in a consensual relationship but if 

you don’t even value what leads to it (her being into you), it ain’t even gonna 

start. 

If she’s into you ‘personally’ and you have a great interpersonal connection with 

similar interests yet without HER attraction, you’re headed straight to friend-

zone if anything.  Besides how can she really KNOW you personally in those first 5 

seconds before you even speak?   

This is SEXUAL attraction; not inner game posing as sexual attraction. 

This is why inner game (your personal and ego self-development) goes out the 

window.  Inner Game is irrelevant anyways if she doesn’t feel some (sexual) spark 

around you on the sexual and subconscious level first (in those initial 5 seconds).   



Women don’t even CARE about your inner game (or body) no matter how much 

you’ve built it – it’s not sexual; they care about how THEY feel (around you).   

And this is the EFFECTIVE truth no matter how hot or popular she is.  And it’s true 

at the highest levels of hotness.  It’s not what you do or what you’ve become 

great at to try to impress her; it’s how she feels around you. 

If you want sexual relationships or relationships to HAVE a strong sexual component; it has to start with 

that frame of her intuition being into you sexually and THEN the other stuff like your personality, inner 

game, body, skillsets, humor, etc. starts to matter but men put the logical things first & remain 

confused. 

When a woman’s into you; 

And feels a spark; she's giving you her REAL phone number, she's following up 

with you, she's finding reasons to come over, she's thinking of you, she's texting 

you, she's following your lead, she’s helping both of you, she’s finding cute subtle 

ways to make it ok to see you again without it sounding desperate, etc. and 

everything can work.  You can have countless memorable experiences. 

Isn’t that what you really want and value anyways?  …when things WORK for 

BOTH of you based on a REAL connection?   

THAT’S the physical reality of sexual attraction. 

That’s what I value! 

BUT 

When she ISN'T into you (not feeling intuitive sexual attraction) at cause in 

those first 5 seconds; NOTHING you do works no matter HOW much you want 

her, how much inner game or money you have, or how much you feel like proving 

yourself to her.   

Here (especially if the MAJORITY of women in your experience aren’t into you), 

you can easily suffer in your own un-natural world of unworthiness, misery, 

suckiness, apathy, friendzone, self-destructing or whatever it is you like to do, 



self-soothe, find a new coping mechanism, withdrawal, depression, escape, 

fantasizing more, experiencing more anxiety and self-doubt around real women. 

When a woman isn’t into you she's rejecting you, ignoring you, passing you off, 

she’s ice, she’s cold, she’s into someone else, she's not answering your calls, 

possibly treating you like her gay guy friends, not responding to your SMS unless 

it’s to help her move apartments while you’re daydreaming it will still work out, 

etc. and you're left on a limb of your own which further repels MORE women 

away from you and your 'off' vibe.  

And because you feel something for HER still, you may do all kinds of self-

destructive things you’re not even aware of to try and ‘make up’ for her not being 

into you including buying expensive dinners, flowers, seeking her approval to 

validate yourself, trying to impress her more, making a fool of yourself, making 

her a mix-tape, dreaming of turning friendship into love and sex, justifying why 

she wasn’t into you so you can be ‘right’, swearing off women for a short time, 

drawing back into yourself to prevent ‘rejection’, or just having a good ol’ p$rn 

binge, etc. 

And in the end, she’ll still go for a man she feels sexual attraction for over you. 

And you can be assured he’ll be less intelligent than you.   

After a fit of confounded apathy, then you might ‘hate’ women even more until 

you come back around and realize you still really want them – and sex with them.   

And that’s not even to mention any feelings of jealousy, envy or depression you 

get when that happens – esp. if you thought she was ‘the one’.   

Or you might settle for guess what?  A (level of) woman that is…> into you – yep. 

This is also why the ‘game’ path appeals and sells to men powerfully – because 

they value bypassing a woman’s intuition which has rejected them to still try and 

get what they want from her.  They want that validation to fill their selfish ego 

and desires. 



Do you want to argue against the ACCURACY of her timeless and knowing 

intuition even if you disagree with it or are afraid what it could mean about 

yourself? 

Do you still want to convince her otherwise and be ‘that’ kinda guy?.. 

OR  

Do you just want more beautiful women INTO YOU                   

as a man who is in demand by women? 

(So you can avoid all of that self-tortured drama and things can just work?) 

So let’s look again and summarize how attraction and dating really works at the 

simple core. 

ALL of your real world dating success centers around women themselves being 

into you and feeling authentic sexual attraction; that's the only way it works 

anyways because women have free will (and have to be selective about who they 

‘let in’).   

All those women you held onto fantasy about, continued pursuing, courting or 

day-dreaming, etc.?  You should have just LET THEM GO because it was fruitless. 

Remember, we’re talking SEXUAL relationships here (not friend-zone; you may 

actually value and want that with some women). 

And with the intelligence and intuition of in-demand women today, there are rare 

exceptions to ‘women being into you’ - (and I don’t think you don’t want to rely 

on ‘lucky’ or ‘rare’).   

They are making these intuitive judgments about you FAST disqualifying all kinds 

of men even without their awareness. 

If you DON’T accept this, don’t want to face it or if you think you can change it by 

courting, gaming, talking, fooling, duping or wooing her into it; then you’ve been 

sold into an illusion and you’ll keep attracting that which fuels that selfish desire 



(including a consumer socio-economic relationship with the fantasy of 

relationships and sex) - and I cannot really help you.  It takes 2 to tango. 

So if you want the reality of your kind of HOTTER women, then the HOTTER 

WOMEN have to be ‘into YOU’ no MATTER your personal level of fantasy or 

desire for their hot bodies. 

But you’re probably thinking; 

 “Rion, I’ve already HAD women that I’m NOT interested in into me and it would 

have worked or DID work out (sure, she was a good deuce-deuce and a half, 

looked like the back end of a sweaty camel, hippopotamus, etc.), but; 

‘How can I get the hotter women that I want finally ‘into 

me’?” 

Well, THAT’S the big question, isn’t it?  

In fact, isn’t it like… 

‘The Million Dollar Question?!’  ;)   

Let’s give that one a breather. 

 

 

This is where it ALL boils down. 

The answer (to have hotter women into you) 

is ‘sexual presence’ 

That’s it.   

It’s NOT your personality or social status.  It’s not even your looks or money. 



And it’s certainly not your inner game or all the logic in the world. 

A woman convinced against her intuition is of the same intuition still.  (I just came 

up with that one ;)   

She CAN be attracted to you for your fame or social status, but that’s social 

attraction, social power and value – it does NOT mean she’ll be attracted to you 

sexually and feel it intimately around you.  Sexual attraction is sexual. 

Sexual presence is sexual power.  And power has INFLUENCE. 

What matters in 1-on-1 relationships (and not consumer fantasy-land) is your 

sexual presence and THIS is how she feels it non-consciously and ‘knows’ 

intuitively in HER sexiness when you very FIRST meet (within those 1-5 seconds). 

His sexual presence is what she undeniably ‘feels excitement’ and ‘it’ for without 

those men ‘doing’ anything (often regardless of their looks or status). 

Just because many a man before us have devalued, distorted or misunderstood it 

through the male mind; sexual presence is the real and EFFECTIVE direct answer 

that will DIRECTLY open the world of women up to you my friend.  And… 

Sexual presence is the secret element of naturals, rock stars, 

romance-novel archetypes, and the Italian guy she had a fling 

with but won’t tell you about (unless you’re friend-zone). 

It’s the secret of bad boys that instantly drives women into natural attraction 

within seconds without effort. 

And now we’ve got a name pinpointed on what it is!  Sexual presence 

independent of their other personality or character traits.  When you’ve ‘got it’ 

around her (it’s relative), you stand out and she knows it. 

But the MORE sexual presence you have, the more you will CONSISTENTLY attract 

a higher quality of women (sexually) to you (and more of them) b/c it’s not based 

on personality type. 



That’s why these men don’t have to do things like study online dating and sexual 

attraction!  And their confidence reinforces itself because they continually 

experience a dynamic of women being into them and an open connection with 

the opposite sex vs. disconnection and apathy. 

It’s not even all their other qualities you would think (and we’ve seen this to be 

true with men who aren’t as good-looking or don’t have much money, cars or 

great bodies).   

Sexual presence is the universal ‘unifier’ of what women respond to in men. 

Again; a woman will know if YOU have it for HER when you show up, or not – from 

yep, your presence alone.  (Again, this is the key to EFFORTLESS success b/c it’s 

not about doing, it’s about ‘BEING’). 

That’s why she’ll select 1 man over another (sexually).  And you can be that man. 

If you want HOTTER, sexier, more beautiful women into you, you have to 

cultivate your sexual presence so that more attractive women naturally respond 

to it (instantly) and finally FEEL something around you that is real and on the 

physical level. 

You’d have to cultivate it ANYWAYS if you just don’t have it now around those 

women.  And you can do it indirectly or directly – your choice.  You can TORTURE 

yourself in that process (think of becoming an mPUA whose only REAL secret is he 

finally ended up with more sexual presence the most painful way) or enjoy it. 

Good news is that we can now work on it DIRECTLY for authentic sexual power 

(when EVERY other way was indirect AT BEST and if you did them functionally - 

including talent development, personal growth, body-building, survival training, 

martial arts, etc. - even though all of those can easily get you further apart from 

connection with women). 

So if you’ve already been improving yourself and your inner game for years and 

you really value this; the GOOD NEWS and relief is that all you have to do is shift 

your AREA of improvement. 



WOW!  OMG, that feels like a relief just saying that even though I already know 

it’s accurate for transformation! 

And after HARDCORE personal (and even spiritual) growth that’s exactly what I 

did. 

Your sexual presence is now what you want to focus on, especially if you’re 

already a developed and interesting guy with things going on in your PERSONAL or 

career life and lacking ‘sexual’ connection with women.   

It could be your 2 new favorite words even because it will lead you to guaranteed 

success with attraction while becoming a better man. 

Being sexually present and having sexual presence with women will bring you 

more success by doing far LESS and becoming an authentic man of integrity who 

has desirable, attractive power and sexiness for a long-term relationship (or fling) 

with higher quality women. 

I mean if you’ve HAD a great connection with an independent woman but she was 

icier and it didn’t turn sexual, but had potential – your answer is obvious my 

friend: sexual presence.  There is no acting with it…when she’s into you on THAT 

level, then things can progress to get physical naturally. 

You may not get ‘her’ back but you can have entirely new experiences and there 

are a lot of women out there (more singles than ever). 

ANY woman who turned you down in the past could totally be into the new you 

when you cultivate your sexual presence.  (Just think of who she would respond 

to now and what he has – more sexual power and connection with her from his 

presence). 

The stronger your presence, the stronger she feels you and the stronger her 

desire and chemistry can be around you – (even just talking about the weather). 

Even women know (and feel) that sexual presence in men is THE SECRET 

(when you ask conscious women or women to become conscious about it they’ll 



tell you it’s the unifying factor amongst a wide variety of personalities or types of 

men) 

 – and besides it’s just what WORKS anyways in their actions, how they describe 

the men who have an effect on them - and it’s what works for BOTH of you 

(including the entire world of consensual hot sex and forming relationships with a 

sexual component with them where you’re not ‘starved’). 

High-quality women even sing and dream about men with compelling sexual 

presence whom they are ‘into’ in songs like J.Lo’s “I’m into you”.   And they will do 

things and open up to a man like that which they WOULDN’T with men of less 

power.  Again, you can be that man. 

What IS Presence & What does presence look like that drives women? 

Let’s get an idea of what it looks like first; 

Think of a skinny (so you can’t blame it on his bulky body) A-list actor or musician 

and take away their fame, fashion or great hair.  Say, Jared Leto.  (Ok, try not to 

blame it on his skinny ‘sexy’ body either). 

It’s not even that he’s the most masculine or physically built but that he has 

strong sexual presence which comes through in his body language. 

Put him in a room with women and have him face a woman 1-on-1 (who doesn’t 

know of him) and watch how they respond.  THAT’S an idea of what sex energy 

and presence is.   

You may not know that a woman actually FEELS a man’s energy when close to him 

uncontrollably and PRACTICALLY in her own chakras (most men are cultivated to 

know what those subtle yet TRUE sensations actually feel like that are speaking 

the truth of him). 

Or just watch me hosting a house party or leading a group of L.A. actresses at one 

of my sex energy workshops. 



Or reference a natural you know with women and how women are into them 

(which starts more like flirting and giggling instead of say, lapdancing).  That man 

has POWER. 

Our own getsexualattraction.com mailing list is all about supporting your sexual presence 

cultivation and authentic attraction with women. 

What is presence? 

Another word for it is ‘charisma’ and it’s not just on the body or physical level.  It’s 

energetic.   

Blind people can pick up things like this and ‘feel’ power, lightness or darkness 

around them from presence, but a conscious, ego-loving self-centered man?  Ha! 

Women are biologically and energetically programmed to sense these things (b/c 

really it’s the force of life within us that is driving that show). 

When a rock-star or baby enters a room you, can feel their ‘presence’ w/o them 

ever having to say anything.  There’s something ‘about them’ that isn’t normal. 

Or just think of a time when someone had a really ‘powerful presence’ that you 

remembered – entered the room and had influence without speaking.  You 

sensed that they were really powerful or important.   

They actually have more power and charisma to influence others on those non-

conscious levels where people can feel it in their subtle body and even BONES.  

Presence can quiver a woman with excitement (whether the man is aware of it or 

not). 

Please don’t devalue this if it sounds ‘out there’ to your logical mind – remember 

this is EVERYTHING for your sex life and remember; your logic doesn’t create 

attraction.  Mental ‘thought-based’ energy is not sexual.  This level of sexual 

communication is going on whether you’re aware of it or not and it’s HOW 

women are selecting you. 



With that said; what more specifically is sexual presence?  It’s your conscious 

sexual energy and power that expresses in and through your ‘being’ and 

communication.   

It’s your connection and embodiment of your divine masculine power as well as 

your relationship with the divine feminine in women.  It’s your level of alignment 

to the flow of life force energy itself on the sexual dynamic. 

The power ‘or conscious energy’ of sexual polarity is the core of sexual attraction 

itself which comes together to create life in the process of attraction/seduction 

and reproduction. 

So, the more in alignment you are with sex energy and the Force of Life attraction 

and creation (animals operate on this instinctually), the more sexual power and 

influence you have.  These are powers beyond the personal self (and you can 

reference movie stars). 

And the good news is that you can ABSOLUTELY work on developing and 

cultivating your sexual power and presence.  Why?  First of all because you’ve 

gotten OUT of natural alignment, fearlessness, expression and flow that you had 

when you were born.  And 2nd because sex is non-physical.   

There’s other things I could say right now that would be too FAR OUT for you to 

grasp onto right now (I’m growing myself with a Tao Grand Master and another 

Master this year too).  But yes, you can develop your sexual presence for powerful 

byproduct results.   

Again, just defer to movie stars (name one; say Ryan Gosling) – and they have this 

same quality (whether they’re conscious of it or not).  It’s the presence of a star 

that can EXCITE women and have THEM dreaming.  The truth is you are a sex God 

and star but you’d have to cultivate your sexual presence to reconnect with and 

embody that greater truth. 

Chances are, stars got there indirectly when we can do it directly (without you 

having to be famous) and this is the stuff I’ve become masterful at (more coming 

up on that). 



“Tell me more about presence.. 

(is this like Eckhart Tolle or meditation?)” 

(Well, Eckhart Tolle’s ‘The Power of Now’ doesn’t really value SEXUAL attraction 

and sexual presence – but otherwise it’s kinda similar in that you’re not OWNED 

by your subconscious or your monkey mind clutter). 

Again, you’ll learn more through time about presence and sex energy in attraction 

by being on the mailing list. 

With that said; 

Yeah, being sexually present is when you’re IN your BODY and masculine sexiness 

in relation to her sexual energy power and femininity outside of your thought 

consciousness - so she can really feel you and the force of sexual attraction itself 

working through you within those 3 seconds. 

Chances are you’ve rarely been in these states and when you were, it was with 

less good-looking women when you were more sexually present and were not 

nervous and self-conscious around.   

Remember that anxiety, nervous tension, weak knees and 

stomach you get around hot, beautiful, confident women that 

YOU desire and want? 

Since 2006 I’ve taught that media conditions you to sexually respond to the 

stimulus of a hot woman (Pavlovian style conditioning) so that she has the power 

and you’re the uncontrollable response with anxiety around her – (which is as 

sexy as drying paint to her). 

Well, when you’re sexually present WITH THE same women that didn’t give you 

the time of day and truly are in the moment; you don’t have any space or room to 

be stuck in your mental chatter NOR to have a stimulus conditioned RESPONSE in 

your physiology! 



Then you’re powerful – (like her!) and she can finally feel you on the sexual level 

of power when you’re IN your sexual power and presence. 

There is none of that anxiety or nervousness around your favorite hot women 

when you embody sexual presence.  It handles it right there and it’s what women 

want and it’s what beautiful women are WAITING FOR RIGHT NOW with men – 

especially because most modern men now have anxiety around true and 

congruent beauty. 

When you’re sexually present, there’s not even ROOM for you to any worrying 

about what to say, playing scenarios out in your head or pre-configure how she’ll 

respond, blabhlbah - just more chemistry, connection and awesomeness for you.   

Presence just pulls you back into the worry-free moment so you can be and 

express more of your power and the power that is connecting with her on deeper 

levels.  There’s not even room or time for acting or playing out scenarios. 

Being sexually present is also where your BODY, conscious and sub-conscious 

sexual energy are aligned with the physical reality of sex and sexual attraction 

(that which leads to creating new life) – like naturals. 

The good news is that you don’t even have to do years of releasing or therapy; 

just become PRESENT because there’s only the ‘Now’ anyways!   

Then a lot of it is about HOW much life force and conscious sex energy you have 

flowing through you (as compared to zen meditation) – we’ll get into this in actual 

cultivation practice. 

Good stuff – I know!  And 1000s of men around the world have already 

experienced more sexual attraction results with our basic, primary sexual 

presence and attraction technique called Natural Grounding. 

So having more sexual presence is where it’s at for sexual attraction (and then 

dating becomes fun and enjoyable), but I want to revisit that question from 

earlier to help with the leverage of your paradigm shift to pull it together now 

before we take the next step. 



If you had to pick your reality; 

Would you rather ‘want women’ or would you rather 

have women ‘want you’? 

And I mean if you could ONLY PICK ONE and LET THE OTHER ONE GO; which 

would you choose now?   

You may have a different answer than before after looking at your past actions.  

Think about that question from a new context and think of the values you actually 

have when you (and other men) lack success with women.   

Which answer leads to what kind of results?  Maybe compare it to the way you’re 

living now or the values of the seduction industry. 

So isn’t it time to start valuing women being into you and BECOMING that man 

with whom women themselves can be INTO (b/c that’s when things work 

anyways)?   

There’s your paradigm shift. 

BAM! 

 

And if you don’t make a major shift on this sexual level; essentially, you’ll go back 

into the fantasy world driven by your OWN feelings and desires for women 

instead of LIVING in a reality where  

 

women.  

      want.  

              you. 



 

 

(I’m giving that one some space to sink in) 

Doesn’t it feel kind of liberating like that?  Yeah.. 

                         (ahhhh)….. 

Let’s give it some more room to breathe .. .    .    ..    .      .          .           . 

 

And to take it even further, what if you even deeply respected and valued a 

woman’s intuition and free will to choose a man - whether it’s you or not (instead 

of judging her for it or wanting to get something from your objectification of her 

with your own selfishness)? 

Could that maybe shift your paradigm at the core (vs. trying to game and bypass 

her intuition covertly where you ‘win’ and she loses or forfeits?) 

Could that shift how higher quality women are intuitively reading you when you 

show up?  Could that be a key to mastering indifference? 

Could that freedom and lack of judgment for her give her more room to feel 

attraction for you and even CHASE you b/c it’s finally OK? 

Could that make her feel GOOD that she chose you as the real thing instead of a 

regrettable mistake? 

(space) 

I have to say, I don’t know how you responded but damn - that feels RIGHT to me.  

It feels good.   So when you: 

 VALUE women being into you 

+ 



Become the man that has greater sexual presence so they CAN be into you 

BAM! -there you go! 

Well…don’t go to Disneyland just YET…   

Finish this PDF first at least, but that’s how YOU can have unlimited sexual 

attraction with hotter women.   

Hotter ones just start being into you as if by magic (and it’s what I’ve gone through)! 

(because you’re not DOING anything but being more powerfully and sexually present – and 

she’s picking all of that up beyond logic where it matters – speaking to the ‘sex’ in her). 

The most powerful and beautiful start resonating with YOU when you have this. 

And not just that; if you keep cultivating your sexual presence as a specific part of 

your personal growth, you can even have the sexual power and value for 

LIFETIMES of connection with the level of women of your dreams – to KEEP 

awakening and expanding HER relationship with you. 

Just think of the power of sex and how many hot, beautiful women there are in 

the world; well…by cultivating your sexual presence directly you become that 

equivalent for hotter women in physical reality (vs. selfishly fantasizing about it 

and not ‘being’ the man that turns her on).   

Look, you’re already AWESOME on some level and you’re confident there (I 

KNOW you are).  You already OWN it and know it.  I couldn’t figure out for the life 

of me way back then what was going on with women when I was so damn 

interesting, evolved and funny.  But now; 

It’s about growing in this specific area to be awesome HERE.  That’s why high 

quality men are confused and it seems lower quality men are ending up sleeping 

with the women. 

The more sexual presence you have, the worthier you ‘are’ and receive with 

hotter women (which yes, may lead to making out, sleeping with them or 

marriage, etc.).   



It’s about rising up to the level of more powerful women instead of justifying 

things or bringing them down to your level.  This is your opportunity to evolve but 

specifically on this level. 

Part of the secret and truth with sexual presence is you already ARE worthy to 

procreate with women on the sexual level, but you’ll never access that knowing 

confidence and ‘being’ if you continue living the way you are or don’t move this 

into embodiment so it’s real around hotter women and overrides your other 

programming and blocks. 

And when you work on your sexual presence (which isn’t just working out on your 

body btw), you become a rare QUALITY of man who has that sexual power stands 

out (without being a jerk) – especially if you’re already a great catch on other 

levels with admirable qualities.   

Does it make more sense how women could be competing for you (esp. once you 

let go of the past dysfunctional stuff)? 

Yeah…in getting up to par in the sexual presence area so relatively hotter women 

can respond naturally to you. 

Now; if you DO want to move forward with all of this, don’t for a minute think this 

is an inner game thing, fitness or diet thing or something you can work on 

logically!   

Let’s just separate ‘inner game’ (personal self) and the ego-identity of self from your sexuality and 

sexual consciousness entirely b/c that’s been a MAJOR cause of confusion with past dating experts that’s 

done FAR more damage than good.  Your sexuality and sexual consciousness is still YOU per se, but 

please don’t refer to it again as inner game. 

‘Becoming a better man’ so women can be into you makes logical sense and is the 

part some guru’s got right (vs. ie. getting good at the ‘skillset’ of gaming women), 

however remember; 

Sexual presence and receiving sexual attraction with women is a SEXUAL thing 

and requires an entirely different toolset of ‘improvement’. 

And that kinda makes sense right?  It’s not an inner game thing.   



Does your ego have control over which sperm cell would impregnate?  No. 

Again; we have to work ON the sexual level (which actually isn’t even personal) so 

it might be some entirely new stuff at first.   

We have to work with your sex energy; your sexual conscious and sub-

consciousness as well as your life force yang ‘chi’ source sex energy itself and your 

energetic, chi and conscious relationship with feminine yin energy (sexual power) 

to get you faster, direct results in this area. 

My most successful clients with women, they had something else; embodiment. 

SO…The main thing you REALLY have to know to move forward to make the big 

change in your lifestyle is that sexual presence EMBODIMENT is the most direct 

and effective answer and the thing to value for success with more beautiful 

women.   

You don’t have to approach 1000s of women to get confident.  Simply have a 

strategy of directly cultivating your sexual presence while simply continuing to 

meet or socialize with women physically and normally (this is how you’ll gauge 

your results). 

Otherwise just gathering information, you’d just be a conscious incompetent (as 

compared to naturals who are unconscious competents).   

Sexual embodiment is where you get/have the results and competence.  And this 

isn’t an area that is valued or even really worked on in the West (let alone SOLD 

as a solution to success with women and personal evolution).   

And now, you’re probably more self-aware of the cycle of what is out there once 

you leave this PDF that will very effectively influence you online to ‘buy’ based on 

YOUR desires for women.  But now, you have more power of choice. 

You have the power to more clearly choose a path and outcome that will lead to a 

new result.  You’ve probably seen that cycle at work for years if you step back and 

take a look-see. 



I think that physical results are what matter to you; so don’t even worry about the 

‘how’ you just have to know the ‘why’. 

And you can’t put a price on hotter women flirting (and dating) with you.  

Remember that today’s ‘hot’ women transcend themselves with glamour and 

make-up so it’s hard for you to personally compare to them UNTIL you start 

working on sexual presence yourself on more powerful levels (including the 

dynamic of social power which we now do vs. only the more ‘feminine’ or natural 

women).   

So; 

If you want hotter, sexier, more popular, awesome, independent or 

beautiful women then you have to become more relevant and hot to 

THEM by becoming more sexually present so the natural process of 

consensual seduction has room and reason to commence. 

(     Note how I didn’t say play social ‘games’ or ‘bring her down to your level’     ) 

They may have social power and a hot body, but without you having and owning SEXUAL 

POWER you’re basically not going to even affect them on that level. 

As you value women being into you and cultivate sexual power and presence, 

you feel yourself becoming more confident and AT EASE without tension or 

worries when meeting hotter women and as they start being into you even if you 

change nothing else - no matter how many years you’ve struggled at this (and 

without fake self-talk or body language modeling or acting).   

Sound better than where you’re at now?  You can have it, you just have to 

develop your authentic sexual presence and power directly so women can help 

you OUT in dating (it takes 2).  

Well – directly is the FASTEST way to get there (because even if you became an 

overnight star on a talent show, it doesn’t mean that you’d actually become 

sexually confident with women).  



As you become more present, then meeting women and getting dates is just 

(mastery of) the basics (including testing their level of interest to prevent 

rejection) and facilitation of connection (which I can easily help you out with: no 

‘game’ or coercion at all).  Again, don’t worry about that stuff now. 

Remember, everything works and could develop into something more when 

women are INTO YOU.  It’s also why naturals have no ‘game’ or invisible ‘game’. 

And by now you may have made that empowering choice and paradigm shift to 

value women being into YOU – moreso than you being into them.   

It’s not that you have to be cold and aloof around women but your ‘being into 

them’ has THROWN things off with women like they’re the wAck-A-mOle you 

can’t ever hit.  Maybe it’s all been too wacky and just time for results that build 

and reinforce success instead of getting you further into self-doubt, etc.   

Get sexual presence and then yes, you can share CONNECTION with a woman but 

without her FIRST being into you so 2 can tango, things ain’t goin’ nowhere stud. 

I hope you got a lot of value and insight out of this PDF.  You can email me to let 

me know how it went.  So let’s wrap it up: 

Sexual presence is where it’s at for you to be the quality guy AND have sexual 

attraction with the women you want, so how can you get started to really dive in 

to get results in the fastest amount of time possible? 

I’ve got something special for you as an answer but first, why me?  Why Rion?   

By now you may have figured I’m an expert in this area.  Not only was I a top 3 

natural dating and attraction coach in the online industry for 8.5 years but I get 

my clients results and I can get you results no matter what you’ve been through. 

By sticking and working with me you’re going to source for cultivating sexual 

power, charisma and presence – especially with the world of women for 

attraction.  What we can do is FAR ahead of the dating industry AND I think you’ll 

find that it feels right not to have to manipulate and trick women or faking 

something you’re really not. 
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It may also be good to know that I’m really a pioneer sex energy expert now for 

big transformation; and living in L.A., will be working with actresses and 

performers for decades on their sex energy and charisma to have more power, 

influence, anti-aging, sex appeal, radiance, attraction and success in media and 

live performance. 

Over the past 8 years we’ve had virtually 100’s of testimonials come in from 

around the world just from men doing Natural Grounding (even before I evolved 

the business to Get Sexual Attraction & Sex Energy Success). 

I was one of Double Your Dating’s top interviews of 2008 and spoke at David 

DeAngelo’s Man Transformation Event in L.A.  I don’t forget the one guy who gave 

me a standing ovation on my front left (I think everyone else was still stunned). 

Yet now, I’m LIGHT YEARS beyond where I was then. 

Even though you may find 30 years from now the seduction industry is what I was 

doing 5 years ago, I’ve moved on. 

I’ve stopped creating dating products and smaller things like that and now I’m 

focused on helping YOU and men who are committed to their success 

TRANSFORM to become this greater man of sexual presence and awesomeness. 

I’ve retired from my dating business to do THIS, be a transformational media 

producer, music producer and work with performers as a sex energy expert. 

So - Yes, there are sexual presence techniques that you can do on your own (and 

will learn more about for free by staying on the mailing list) but you may not 

progress as fast as you’d desire esp. b/c it’s probably new to you. 

So stay involved on the list but look at it this way; WHY WAIT?  You probably want 

results esp. after years of invisible resistances and big struggles. 

I’ve had men take years  just being on the list and still struggle with the free 

technique of Natural Grounding doing it ‘on their own’ because of all kinds of 

hidden and other blocks many of them have that can keep dragging on if they 

don’t get DIRECT attention and coaching. 



If you’re REALLY serious about evolving and getting NOTICEABLE (from hotter 

women) embodiment of sexual presence, why don’t you just fill out this simple 

survey so I can personally get more of an idea where YOU’RE at with women and 

what may be holding you back from simple, effortless sexual attraction with more 

of the women YOU want.  I can see what’s blocking you and take it from there. 

Yep – no cost or obligation and you can get that full 25 minutes with me, my 

experience and mastery which I guarantee will be worth your time either way.  

Answer these questions about your current reality with women and attraction 

and then it’ll redirect you to a place where you can pick a time to talk to me. 

I’ll talk to you soon!  Thanks for reading this PDF! 

 -Rion 

 

West Hollywood, CA 

p.s. You can 'almost have it all' (and many men DO work on making money, building their body 

and inner game), but without her sexual attraction in you when she first meets you, all of that 

other stuff may seem like extra weight, because it CAN'T BUY YOU LOVE (or sex) with her free 

will.  Sexual presence is your key to the world of attraction with higher quality women. 

p.p.s. Fill out the dating survey, schedule a time and let ME help uncover WHY you don’t have 

sexual presence and more results with women…why wait and continue not living in the 

confidence you deserve (and that I KNOW you can have)?   

I have NOT always been available to do this 1-on-1 call so check the link to make sure it’s 

available.                               
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